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Abstract- Most of the security architecture uses public key
cryptosystems for authentication and to secure the
communication that takes place on distributes sites. Now a day’s
identity based cryptography and certificate-less public key
cryptography are used for enhancing the security. Certificate-less
based cryptography has reduced the certificate necessity for key
distribution and reducing the problem of key escrow that arise in
identity based cryptography. A review based on identity based
and certificate-less based is carried out to show that how they are
beneficial in future for enhancing distributed system security
using Elliptic curve cryptography.
Index Terms- Certificate-less based cryptography, Elliptic curve
cryptography; Identity based cryptography, Public key
cryptosystems.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

istributed system works as a single system for users even if
it is a collection of multiple systems where multiple types or
varieties of hardware and software communicate to achieve a
goal to perform multiple tasks using some communication over
network. This communication involves message passing, sharing
resources in a transparent and scalable way.
As communication takes place among geographically
distributed sites, therefore authentication is necessary. Resources
are also shared and therefore authorization and access policies
are required. For secure communication of messages we need
some cryptographic algorithms and as now Elliptic curve
cryptography is a recent technique for this which is mostly used
in two forms as identity based and certificateless based for key
agreement.
This paper is divided into four sections. Elliptic curve
cryptography in Section II. Section III presents a survey of
related work with respect to distributed system. Section IV is the
conclusion.

II. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY
Elliptic curve cryptography has been derived from elliptic
curve which are in non singular form used for cryptography and
has some basic properties. A group is said to be abelian when it
includes operation, denoted by •, which is associated with each
ordered pair (x, y) of elements in G an element (x • y) in G, as
shown in Table below:-

Property

Description

Closure

If x and y belong to G, then x • y is also in G.

Associative

x • (y • z) = (x • y) • z for all x, y, z in G.

Identity
element

x • e = e • x = x for all e in G .

Inverse
element

There exist an element x’ in G such that x • x' =
x' • x = e.

Commutative

x·y= y·x for all x, y in G.

Table I. Properties of Abelian group
Number of public key ciphers are based on the use of an
abelian group.An abelian group used with an operation of · using
two elements that denote x·y which satisfies the group property
and the commutative property too.
Miller [53] and Koblitz[52] proposed Elliptic curves in
cryptography in 1985 and their research proved that it can be
used for security services such as authentication, confidentiality,
key exchange, data integrity and more. By 1987, elliptic curves
were being implemented in cryptosystems. An improvement over
the discrete log method does not directly use the finite fields or
groups but rather the elliptic curves defined over them. Elliptic
curves allow the encryption of message units to be implemented
utilizing simple rational expressions which provides a high level
of security.
Elliptic curve cryptography is based on binary and primary
field where we use it for key generation, encryption and
decryption depending on the curve. It is an asymmetric key
cryptography as different key is used for generating public key
and private key. The public key is open to all but the private key
is kept secret. ECC uses mathematical approach as compared to
DH, RSA, ElGamal, and DSA. ECC is also used for digital
signatures and key agreement. Today as more and more internet
is used and for more security the large key size requirement is the
necessity and at present RSA is using 1024 bit key size but it is
not so sufficient for future use whereas the same level of security
can be achieved from ECC using 160 bit key also which provide
us the advantages [56][55] such as small key size, Absence of
sub exponential time algorithm, less bandwidth, Faster
implementation, Low computation cost, High speed, Low power
consumption, Suitable for small scale size, Overloading is
decreased.
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For elliptic curve the dependency is on the domain parameters
and the finite field Fp or F2m can be selected. The security of
ECC depends on the DLP problem i.e. Discrete Logarithm
Problem, If P and Q are two points on any elliptic curve so that
Q=kP,then it is easy to obtain Q when we know k and P but hard
to know k even if we know P and Q as k should be large .this k is
the DLP of Q to the base p and law of multiplication is used. If
suppose P and Q is known then also at least square root of the
number of the points on average to find k and if the field size if
f2m then at least 2(m/2) points must be guessed to crack
this.[13].Two method that are used for solving DLP are square
root method and Silver-pohlig-Hellman, to avoid this use a large
prime so that the facto also include large prime which will very
exponentially, that why ECC provide a high level of security and
RSA security is depended on the difficulty of factoring large
numbers and it takes sub exponential amount to break.NIST had
recommended that 1024 bits are sufficient for use until 2010.[57]

III. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY BASED
APPROACHES
1. Identity Based Cryptography
In [3] Tate pairing is used for authentication and
authorization of GSI. Use of non–interaction secret sharing
protocol and one round tripartite DH protocol is done to propose
PKG security infrastructure. ID based security infrastructure is
compared with public key infrastructure and presented.
ID based authenticated multigroup keys agreement scheme is
presented in [5] which use bilinear pairings. The users having
different trust domains requires authentication and ID Based
scheme provides mutual authentication for this using the shared
password authentication mechanism for generating one time
password for every session. The demerit of hash function
compulsion in pairings based authentication protocol is been
avoided using ID based authenticated multigroup keys agreement
scheme and it is beneficial for large scale distributed and
dynamic grid resources.
For efficient key management and moderate security a new
scheme ID based proxy signature scheme is presented in [7].The
ID based proxy signature scheme uses bilinear pairings. The
proposed methodology is observed to be closely related to DiffieHellman of the random oracle model.
For secure resource allocation and to authenticate identities
of grid members public key infrastructure (PKI) is used. For
better security in grid security architecture Identity based
cryptography is proposed in [9] which uses customized identity
based key agreement protocol. This protocol provides more
security and supports the delegation services and single sign on
in GSI.
In grid computing security is an important issue .For more
security user authentication scheme is developed in [16] which
provides strong mutual authentication for user and server and
requires only one way hash function and server private key.
Several issues related to Identity based using Tate pairing
and Weil pairing has been discussed to increase the efficiency of
the protocols. Authenticated key agreement (AK) protocol and
AK with key confirmation (AKC) protocols is developed in [17]
doing some changes in smart’s AK protocol. This protocol
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avoids the key escrow of trust authority which issue private key
and increase the benefits that is forward secrecy property.
A new protocol is presented in [18] using signature scheme
based on bilinear pairings is identity based authenticated key
agreement protocol which increases the efficiency and security of
the two party authentications.
Proxy signature is being discussed today for much
application such as distributed system and grid computing and
some identity based proxy signature scheme are presented in
concurrent years but they are not so efficient when we talk about
security and computation. A more secure identity based strong
designated verifier proxy signature (ID-SDVPS) based on elliptic
curve bilinear pairings in [19] for more security is presented. The
proposed scheme is suitable where more security and less
computational cost requirement is such as in grid computing.
In [20] for scalar multiplication a new algorithm is proposed
which is faster and based on Tate pairings using the elliptic curve
over F2m. By this technique speed is being improved and this is
evaluated comparing it to RSA.
Paring based cryptosystems is mainly based on identity
based encryption which provides security in improved way. Tate
pairing in [21] is used to show the operations using the different
co-ordinates of elliptic curve to improve the performance of
pairings.
Bilinear maps based on wail pairings is used and a new
identity based encryption is discussed in [23] using the random
oracle model security and their applications for system which
required security.
In [25] a new Hierarchical identity based encryption (HIBE)
is presented which provide full security in random oracle model
based on bilinear pairings.
Based on bilinear pairings where only two bilinear map
computations is required for cipher text, HIBE is proposed in
[26] which provide efficiency and short cipher text with secure
public key and fully secure in random oracle model and also
limited delegation is supported.
Without using random oracle model a new anonymous
hierarchical identity based encryption is developed in [27] which
reduce the computation cost as no dependency on the depth of
hierarchy. The scheme is based on composite bilinear group
which acquires selective-ID security.
Use of Identity based cryptography is discussed in [28] for
Grid security architecture to improve the computational power
and scalability.
Extensive use of public key certificates for long term and
short term in PKI is replaced using IBC in [29].IBC provides
more security, lightweight in grid with simple way when
compared with conventional PKI.
For identity based cryptography a distributed (PKG) is
proposed in [30] to overcome the problem of key escrow using
the bilinear pairings and proved under the random oracle model
and analysis is also done.
Using the property of identity based cryptography a new
concept is developed in [31] that is dynamic key infrastructure
for grid which introduce the concept of master public key to
compute per session key by any user.
For cloud security a new architecture is discussed in [33]
using the combination of Identity based encryption and identity
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based signatures with an authentication protocol providing
efficiency and reducing the computational cost.
Different properties of pairing are discussed in [34] when
used in cryptography and to compare the pairings and the easy
way of pairing to be used to design in the cryptographic schemes
in grid architecture.
Using the concept of identity based cryptography a new
method of generating public keys is presented in [35] that is
identity based secret public keys using random strings which
provides more security against online passwords guessing and
other attacks when compared with RSA or DH. The protocol also
allow secure establishment of TLS channels with allow
passwords.
X.509 certificates and PKI are mostly used for grid
authentication but include some demerits such as low anti-attack
capability with poor efficiency. To improve this identity based
cryptography is discussed in [37] for secure end efficient grid
authentication without using random oracles and the proposed
method is used to create private keys.
In[48] Enhanced Identity based cryptography(EIBC) for key
management is discussed and is based on identity based
cryptography which provide an easy way to manage keys and
increasing the efficiency providing high level of security for
smart grid networks.
2. Certificateless Based Cryptography
Some application of bilinear pairings are: - (i) signatures
scheme (ii) pairing based encryption schemes or others are
presented. A Certificateless signature based scheme is proposed
in [6] which uses bilinear pairing. It does not involve pairing
computation, also certificateless proxy signature scheme is
proposed and both schemes are analyzed from point of security.
In [11] certificateless protocol for authentication and key
agreement (CL-AK) is proposed for grid computing. Some
benefits proved of the proposed protocol are: - efficiency,
forward secrecy, known key secrecy and no key control.
In open network data encryption is mostly used and for this
purpose RSA and DH are used mostly, but it is not much suitable
for large number of bits.
To overcome the problem of RSA and Diffie Hellman. ECC
is used in [12] for encryption /decryption of a text message by
transforming the message on the elliptic curve over GF (p) using
the point Pm(x, y).
Certificate-less public key cryptography avoids key escrow
problem of identity based cryptography and more security in grid
security infrastructure .In this without pairings the certificateless
is proposed [36] which eliminates the type-I attack.
For authentication of identity, identity based cryptography
uses certificates which increases overhead. to reduce this
overhead a new scheme is proposed in [38].This scheme is
certificateless based on elliptic curves named Elliptic curve
based
certificateless
signatures
for
identity
based
encryption(ECCSI) which has some advantages such as low
computation and low bandwidth.
With the use of certificateless public key cryptography use
of certificates has been tried to removed in[45] to generate
private and public key for the user.
In [46] a new certificateless public key encryption (CLPKE)
is developed which is bilinear free and proved under random
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oracle model. This encryption scheme is more secure against
ciphertext attack, key replacement attack and more.
Certificateless key agreement is mostly done using the
bilinear pairings which increases the computational cost but here
a new authenticated key protocol is used in[47] which is based
on certificateless and does not require bilinear pairings which
reduce the cost and provide more efficiency.
A new secure and efficient certificateless two party
authenticated key agreement protocols (CTAKA) is proposed in
[49]. The protocol is secure against Type-I and Type-II attacks.
Pairing is not used which reduces the computational cost with no
requirement of interaction between the communicating parties.
To avoid the key escrow problem of identity based,
certificateless key agreement is used which improve the
performance as discussed in [50].
Using bilinear parings certificateless authenticate key
agreement protocol is revised in [51] which is also proved secure
under random oracle model.
Construction of certificateless key agreement protocol is
done in [58] from the certificateless key encapsulation which
provide more security from Type-I and Type-II attacks in the CK
model.
A new key generation technique is discussed in [59] for
private key and public key using certificateless public key
cryptography which can produce multiple public keys for a
single private key increasing the security.
Certificateless public key cryptography has the combined
features of identity based and PKI and a new certificateless two
party key agreement protocol has been proposed in [60] two
show that it is more practical when compared with others.
Pairing free protocols has been developed in [61] to show
that they are more secure in random oracle model using elliptic
curves with certificateless key agreement protocol.
In any open network key agreement is an important process
which should be authenticated to avoid active attacks and for this
Simulatable certificateless two party protocol has been discussed
in [62].
3. Others
Elliptic curve cryptography is the best algorithm for solving
the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem used in [1] when
compared to RSA, with small parameters and providing more
security with the small key size. Some benefits of ECC are:
(i) Key exchange (ii) key generation (iii) digital signature.
In [2] a new scheme named ECGSC is proposed based upon
ECDSA and Generalized Signcryption. Confidentiality, Nonrepudiation and Unforgeability are proven based on Random
Oracle Model.ECGSC increases the security with low
computational cost with 78%.
For secure digital images an efficient symmetric encryption
is proposed in [4] which reduces the disadvantages of system
performance, security and small key space problem and based on
cyclic elliptic curve and chaotic system. With eight 32bit
registers it converts the 256 bit plain image into 256 bit of cipher
image generating pseudorandom bit sequence for round keys.
This scheme increases the security of the images and fast
encryption is done as compared to others.
Security in wireless channels requires: - (i) encryption (ii)
authentication (iii) authorization. When communicating over
www.ijsrp.org
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public network as web some factor to be considered are privacy
and anonymity .In [8] ECC is used to extend onion routing for
dynamic token exchange.ECC provides better results in terms of
memory, smaller key size, faster computation, bandwidth
savings, low power consumption and faster computation as
compared to Rascals the performance of both ECC and RSA has
been compared
Some security threats and attacks in grid networks are: eavesdropping, impersonation and message modification etc.
Robust and efficient authentication protocol is presented in[10]
using ECC to enhance the security in grid networks which also
allow mutual authentication and session key agreement
increasing the security such as session key security and known
key security.
Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) protocol is
being proposed in [14] with ECC approach. The proposed
protocol is implemented in two steps:
(I)An auxiliary mechanism (ECC version of PAKE) is
proposed
(ii)Extend the mechanism to a multilayer consensus model.
The benefits of the proposed protocol is that hash function is
reduced to one and password shared id being utilized in home
area network controller for smart grid and only 12 packets is
required to exchange which reduce the delay by one and a half.
In [15] pairing based cryptography is presented using some
application of bilinear pairings which provide some mechanism
for trust delegation and confidentiality for grid computing.
The problem of poor scalability in GSI architecture due to
GSI authentication arising when using the security protocols. In
[22] to improve the scalability problem a new authentication
framework using bilinear pairings is presented which help to
minimize the frequent communications.
For grid application a new authentication is discussed in [24]
where passwords are used to authenticate the users supporting
mutual authentication, delegation without certificates.
In [32] RSA and ECC are compared where ECC is used now
days as an alternative solution increasing scalability, efficiency
and performance in GSI.
Use of elliptic curve in elliptic curve cryptography helps to
reduce the modular exponentiation .based on this a new method
is introduced in [39] which offers private credentials .this helps
to reduce property sharing resistance. Unforgeability etc.
A relationship between mathematics and cryptography is
discussed in [40] related to the context of elliptic curve which
intractable when we talk about complexity. In these biometric
signatures is presented which provide high speed and high
security.
A discussion about elliptic curve cryptography is done in
[41] with a comparison of RSA that how it can be used in
network security .Benefits of ECC when compared to RSA is
that is provide high speed and more security with smaller keys.
In [42] elliptic curve is applied and a new pairing method is
introduced which is pairing based remote authentication. In this
method no requirement of password of the login user and they
can change their password when they want. Increasing the
flexibility of the authentication scheme.
Using elliptic curve cryptography a new access control
scheme is proposed in [43] to reduce the security problems as
compared to public key-based access control.
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To secure elliptic curve cryptosystems, new algorithm is
presented fractional width-want is presented in [44] to resist
some attacks as side channel attacks. The algorithm reduces the
computation cost at lowest.

IV. CONCLUSION
Use of identity based and certificateless based key
agreement using elliptic curve cryptography are today’s most
important techniques used to increase the distributed system
security and this techniques has replaced the traditional PKI, it
has reduced the more consumption of power bandwidth ,less
costs and small key size providing more security. Certificateless
based public key cryptography has eliminated the need of
certificate required for key distribution. No key escrow problem
that occurs in ID based, Partial private key is generated so no
breaching of private key, Increased efficiency, Reduced cost, Use
of the technology is simple. When requirement of short term
private key generation ID based is suitable but when long term is
required use of certificate-less is better option. With or without
bilinear pairing certificateless and ID based is used as it is
required. Comparison of these are given in table II.

Features

Public
key
cryptography

Identity based
cryptography

Private key
creation

By the use of
certificates

Using
trusted
authority

Public Key
generation

By the use of
certificates

Using
the
user’s identity

Trust

Trust
problems
is
there
Certificate
demonstrates
the
authentication
of identifying
information

Trust
management
takes place
Public key is
generated
before
generation of
private key so
trusted
authority need
not
to
authenticate
Yes

Authenticity

Identity
based

Yes

the

Certificateless
based
cryptography
Partial private
key
is
generated
using
KGC
and other is
generated by
the user.
No public key
certificate is
used
Updation
of
trust in after
every session
Partial key is
generated so
no requirement
of authenticity

No

Table II Comparison among PKI,ID based, Certificateless
based.
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